SDLC Brief with Insights Regarding DevOps
and Test Automation
Delivered by

1) Executive Summary:
Software powers the processes in your business. Your firm’s ability to continue being a market
leader requires the commitment and investment to optimize your Software Development Life
Cycle (SDLC). We know this to be true because we have observed that firms that have taken this
journey realize:
•
•
•
•

Greater Innovation – increased speed of delivery of capabilities to market, incorporate
feedback from customers more quickly to meet their needs
Risk Reduction – system configuration is managed, deployed and tested with the same
discipline as code itself in all environments through automation
Improved Capacity – teams spend less time diagnosing issues. Development teams can
focus on features and Operations can manage more applications with the same team
Increased Uptime - reductions in production disruptions when organizations are both
confident in the procedures to deploy a release and are fast when a release needs to be
rolled back or updated

Elyxor believes that your competition is evaluating these realities as well, and if your firm does
not begin this journey, your competition could become faster with superior quality. The detail
in this document describes how to start this process, what type of work will occur, and
reference implementations.
2) SDLC Reference Model:
Elyxor specializes in helping organizations transform their software development process for
faster innovation and continuous delivery. This is critical to keep up with business and market
needs, reduce operational risk, and lower the overall time and dollars spent by development
and operations teams to get applications out to clients.

In Elyxor’s practice, we've seen large organizations that have numerous development teams,
with different technical stacks, and build/deployment processes, struggle with integrating and
deploying interdependent services. Often companies will start a "new platform" initiative only
to leave existing ("legacy") applications with little attention despite the fact these applications
continue to drive revenue and are the main point of interaction between themselves and their
customers. Elyxor has successfully helped our clients analyze their current SDLC by looking for
specific steps that introduce risk, are inefficient for intra-team build and testing, and more
importantly, inter-team deployments.
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A proper SDLC fixes this by providing: earlier feedback to stakeholders and development teams,
audit and traceability of the state of the system at any point in time, automated deployments
and configuration validation/verification not only used by TechOps teams managing
deployments, but also in every environment the software hits prior to production. The diagram
below illustrates Elyxor’s SDLC reference model.

This SDLC allows for multiple teams to work independently on features sets, makes integrating
these products simpler, and delivers empirical results and feedback earlier in the development
lifecycle. It lets the business know exactly how a system is configured and what runs where by
using automation on top of SCM to get it there. A TechOps team can scale up how much
software they manage because it mitigates the risk of misconfigured software being deployed.
Software that is released more frequently means less versions in production: customers are on
more current versions, there is less management required by the business to coordinate
releases, releases are pre-planned and executed in prod-parallel environments for verification
prior to going live, and there are smaller differences between releases significantly decreasing
the complexity of the test/debug matrix which directly correlates to lowering the Mean Time To
Recovery (MTTR).
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Improving your SDLC does not have to be a monumental effort, but it requires both the precise
analysis of the current procedures and tooling, and understanding what a proper SDLC looks
like. The reference model above is Elyxor’s starting point with you. A gap analysis against the
reference is created, customized to your particular skills, needs, and priorities; this serves as the
source for project planning and backlog generation. Then the uplift of your organization's SDLC
can begin.

The term DevOps means, "the culture and workflow of delivering software at velocity*." It
means fluid and frequent communication across functional groups, from business to dev to
operations by applying a process and leveraging tools to achieve it. In detail, it is
•
•
•
•
•

Define the business requirements based on what is known now
Write software to implement the requirements that is automatically tested
Provide a well-formed contract on how specific versions of software are allowed to be
configured
Leverage automation and configuration management tools which deploy software in
valid and tested configurations, on right-sized, provisioned as a service, infrastructure
Evaluate the results and gather feedback to make more informed choices on the next
set of business requirements

Elyxor is skilled at performing discovery, risk assessment, gap analysis, and backlog creation,
particularly for large business in highly regulated markets and/or that operate their systems
within the four walls of their organization. Concrete results of this uplift are realized in months,
not years, and it provides a solution that serves the strategic plan for new product
development, as well as allowing "legacy" applications to leverage much of the security,
validation, and improvements in the interim. It is critically important to include legacy systems
in this process as they need to be supported while new business systems are created, deployed,
and clients are migrated onto them.
* Barry Christ – CEO, Chef Software
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3) Discovery Methodology:
Every one of our clients has something critical in their architecture or solution delivery that
needs to be considered as the DevOps process is constructed. It may be the need to be on Bare
Metals for production performance, or the components of their solution architecture. In
addition, an incumbent procedure and culture exists with a team that has a specific skillset. For
this reason, the process starts with an assessment of the current SDLC process. We then build a
map to the future state, which include: refinements of the process, updates to the tech stack,
building out the detailed work inventory to proceed, and creating the plan to onboard
applications to the new pattern. Our approach is summarized in the diagram below.
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4) Principles of Engagement Success:
Beyond analysis and strategic planning, Elyxor participates in the SDLC uplift process and we
use our experience to accelerate the implementation of the SDLC. Several principles guide us
to insure success for the project and our clients:
•
•

•
•

•

Always have a hybrid (Elyxor/Client) team to build the new skills into our clients’
organization
Always have demos after every sprint, the work output needs to be visible, the process
is more effective with immediate feedback, and we need to create energy around the
changes. This includes both the technical team and client leadership; something
transformational is happening and needs to be recognized
Test with an end to end reference implementation (solution) to validate the process and
framework – the champion developer and/or tester from the client must participate
Elyxor crafts a plan with our clients to onboard other applications following the
reference implementation. This insures knowledge is shared across the organization
and how culture is changed. The client team members must do the work to migrate
their application, with Elyxor support, to change how software is constructed, tested,
and deployed. Your culture and processes will only change when your people are
actually doing something different, but it won’t be forced change, rather it will happen
because its faster and is more successful
Elyxor leverages a model where the Elxyor team members work off-premises to have
access to other Elyxor expertise, but on-site for key milestones and sessions with client
team members to make key decisions, share progress with leadership and build the
rapport needed to transform a culture.

In addition to these principles, Elyxor works very hard at the onset to build the right hybrid
team with our clients. Elyxor can perform all the roles of section 5) and section 6) below, but it
is generally more successful in the long-term to blend our expertise with your people; we will
help you identify who on your team could perform these roles.
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5) DevOps Talent Elyxor Can Provide to Hybrid Team

Project Tech Lead/Scrum Master
Project and Technical Lead/Scrum Master

Principal Architect/Engineer

•

•

SDLC/RE
Engineer

Ops
Engineer

Developer

•
•

Lead and coordinate, with the DevOps Leads, the
discovery, assessment, and creation of both the
plan and design for the migration to a DevOps
SDLC
Project planning and prioritization with the
DevOps Leads
Release Management
Liaison between all groups within Engineering as
well as between Engineering and the Business

Principal/Sr. Architect/Engineer
•
•
•
•
•

Work with Project Tech Lead to ensure requirements are gathered and communicated with
Engineering and Business Subject Matter Experts (SMEs)
Define infrastructure and monitoring strategy with Operations
Define environment pipeline and CI/CD strategy across environments
Design provisioning, application configuration, and deployment framework to be used across
existing offerings, new applications, and greenfield projects
Participate with Development to facilitate any code changes needed to operationalize the
existing systems under the new SDLC

SDLC/RE Engineer
•
•

Implement SDLC recommendations and fill gaps in the SDLC process. This includes: version control,
build framework, build tool, artifact repository, application configuration, deployment, and reporting
Implement application release orchestration with machine provisioning

Operations Engineer
•
•

Implement machine provisioning and orchestration with application releases
Implement monitoring strategy and support tools

Developer
•
•

Work with the Architect to embed DevOps development changes into the SDLC
Assist with automated testing (Unit, Integration, Regression, Acceptance, and Performance)
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6) Test Automation Talent Elyxor can Provide to Hybrid Team

Test Automation Architect / Lead
Sr. Automation Engineer

SDET

SDET

Test Automation Architect / Lead
•
•
•
•

SDET

•
•

•

Technical visionary for test automation
Interface with software developers, and other
technologists and business teams
Plan and design automation
Design the approach to test automation covering
black box and white box testing, including
evaluation, selection, and recommendation /
installation of appropriate tools and hardware for
testing.
Mentor or manage others in their efforts to create
and maintain automated tests
Review of functional and technical Epics and
Stories
Provide status as required by the program

Sr. Automation Engineer
•
•
•
•
•

Review Epics and Stories for completeness (Acceptance Criteria / Definition of Done)
Develop automation framework code to support Client CI pipelines
Design reusable automation components
Work with Project Tech Lead(s) to ensure stories are identified and sequenced during sprint
planning with Engineering and Business Subject Matter Experts (SMEs)
Participate with Development to facilitate any code changes needed to operationalize the
existing systems under the new Automation Framework

SDET (Software Development Engineer in Test)
•
•
•
•
•

Development engineer focused on building quality test automation code
Integrates automation code with Jenkins CI to seamlessly facilitate automated testing for each checkin / build
Evaluates results of test automation to recommend optimizations
Troubleshoots automation issues as they arise to keep the pipeline flowing quickly
Optimizes tests for speed
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7) Reference Roadmap – Build the Framework and Begin Onboarding
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8) Results - Reference Day in the Life
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